
ABSTRACT 

The Notion and Legal Consequences of the Transgression  

of Exceeding the Limits of Self-defense and Distress 

 

Diploma thesis called „The Notion and Legal Consequences of the Transgression of Exceeding 

the Limits of Self-defense and Distress„ is based on Criminal Code, Act N. 40/2009 Coll., as 

applicable to 1 December, 2011. The thesis deals with legitimate self-defense and distress, as two 

circumstances excluding illegality, which belong to basic human rights, that everyone can by himself 

avert attack or danger threatening his interest protected by the Criminal Code.  

Thesis´s insight of legitimate self-defense and distress is based on situations when person exceeds 

allowable bounds of legitimate self-defense and distress, and it´s behavior becomes lawless and 

punishable.   

First part deals with circumstances excluding illegality as a term including legitimate self-defense 

and distress. Second part is based on actual characteristic and conditions of legitimate self-defense, 

together with specification of statutory legal limits of behavior in legitimate self-defense and distress.   

In following third part concepts of exceeding limits of legitimate self-defense and distress are 

analyzed in detail. There is a description how acting person can extravagate these limits. 

Nonobservance of time limits, nonobservance principles of proportionality and subsidiarity and, at 

last, presence of duty withstand danger are depicted in case of distress. In case of legitimate self-

defense, aberration from time limits and from adequate defense is discussed.  

Last fourth part dedicates to qualification of exceeding limits of legitimate self-defense and 

distress and particular legal consequences resulting from. It comprises of decreasing of general penal 

rates by attenuating circumstances and withheld sentence. Privileged facts of homicide and battery 

from justifiable motive, which are quite new in current Criminal Code, are examined. After all, 

possibility of total exclusion of criminal liability is mentioned.   

Diploma thesis offers complex view to behavior in legitimate self-defense and distress in case of 

breaking their bounds for various reasons. Insight of possible legal consequences presents wide scale 

of possibilities how to evaluate these consequences, including discourse about if current legal 

regulation is sufficient to making provision for act, which wrongdoer has perpetrated from reason to 

exceed limits of legitimate self-defense and distress. 

 


